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Copper-based preservatives consisting of micronized and nanoscale copper particles have been widely used in applications for wood protection. The widespread use of these preservatives along with the potential release of copper-containing nanoparticles (Cu NPs) during the life cycle of treated wood, has raised concerns over the impacts on the environment and occupational exposure. Along with assessing the potential hazards of these materials, a critical step is determining the chemical and morphological characteristics of the copper species released from copper-treated wood. Therefore, a combination of scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) was utilized to characterize and differentiate the released copper-containing particles based on their structures, sizing, and chemical properties. Airborne wood dust samples were collected during the abrasion and sawing of micronized copper (MC) treated wood in a laboratory testing system. Based on the signature Cu L_{2,3} edge of EEL spectra, three different copper species (i.e., basic copper carbonate, copper hydroxide, copper hydroxycarbonate, or other copper organic compounds) were identified as major components of the embedded particles in wood dust. In addition, two types of individual Cu NPs consisting of basic copper carbonate and copper hydroxide were identified. The variation of morphologies and chemical properties of copper-containing particles indicates the importance of copper–wood interactions to determine the formation and distribution of copper species in wood components. Our findings will advance the fundamental understanding of their released forms, potential transformation, and environmental fate during the life cycle.

Introduction

A variety of wood preservatives have been used in pressure-treated lumber (PTL) to extend the useful service life and enhance the performance of wood products. In many wood preservative formulations, copper-based ingredients are frequently used as the main biocides to protect wood structures against fungal, microbial, and insect decay. Recently, new particulate copper (i.e., micronized copper or MC) compounds were introduced to the wood preservation industry to replace the conventional ionized copper preservatives used in pressure-treated wood. Most MC preservatives consist of basic copper carbonate (BCC) particles and an organic co-biocide dispersed in water. Other copper-based chemicals such as copper hydroxide, copper oxycarbonate, copper sulfate, cuprous oxide, copper hydroxycarbonate, or other copper organic compounds may also be used as active ingredients in the formulation of copper-based treatment. MC preservatives are made by wet milling an aqueous dispersion containing particulate copper compounds. The resulting aqueous slurry contains “micronized” copper particles defined by their sizes ranging from 1 nm to 25 μm. After pressure treatment, large particles from the preservatives tend to retain their native chemical states and accumulate on the wood cell walls. However, the smaller copper-containing particles that penetrate the cell membranes are likely to interact with other cellular elements of the wood, leading to substantial changes in particle morphologies and chemical properties. As a result, airborne dust generated during the mechanical processing of copper-treated wood may contain multiple Cu species with various physicochemical properties. Understanding the properties of emitted particles will improve the assessment of these materials’ exposure hazards, potential health effects, and environmental impacts.

Similar to other metal oxide nanoparticles, a size-dependent effect was observed from several studies evaluating the toxicity of micro- and nano-sized copper oxide (CuO) particles. In vitro studies have suggested that exposure to CuO NPs may lead to intense oxidative stress and inflammation in lung tissues. Size-dependent toxic effects are primarily ascribed to the higher surface reactivity and greater surface area of the nanoscale particles than those of micro-sized counterparts. Besides particle sizes, the toxicity of the released Cu NPs is also influenced by their chemical forms and the exposed environment.
During the pressure treatment process, an abundance of aqueous preservatives containing ionic copper compounds can infuse through the cellular structures of wood components. These mobile copper species can react with the phenol and carboxyl functional groups from hemicelluloses, pectins, or lignins in wood components, forming various copper–wood complexes. Depending on the chemistry of absorption sites in the wood structure, precipitation may occur and form copper, copper carbonates, copper oxides, and organic copper compounds. The environmental changes can also contribute to the chemical transformation of these compounds by oxidation, dissolution, and sulfidation and hence affect the forms of copper species that are released into the environment.

Studies of the chemical transformation of copper-based nanomaterials have indicated that complex chemical reactions of copper species can occur in many biological systems and natural environments. During the treatment with micronized copper preservatives, most insoluble copper particles (as a form of BCC) are immobilized in the polymeric matrices of wood structures. In contrast, the soluble copper species (i.e., mobile Cu(II) ions) actively react with wood cell acidic sites. These rapid reactions happen in many wood cellular components consisting of carboxylic acid, aromatic esters, and phenolic hydroxyl groups, forming stable copper–wood complexes bound to the wood matrices. Therefore, the dust collected from sawing or abrasion of the treated wood may contain different levels of reacted Cu(II) complex and/or unreacted BCC particles with distinctive physicochemical properties. Identifying and characterizing these copper species based on their morphologies, sizes, and chemical states would be vital before evaluating their potential hazards after being released into the environment.

It is noted that pressure treatment cannot guarantee a homogeneous penetration of copper preservatives into wood structures. The penetration depth and distribution of copper species in wood are affected by the formulation of the preservatives, the sizes of copper particles, the types of wood species, and the chemistry of copper–wood interaction. Accordingly, researchers have employed various analytical techniques to understand the micro-distribution, mobility, and chemical transformations of Cu NPs in copper-treated wood. The distribution and deposition characteristics of Cu NPs in wood structures were first studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) combined with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Matsunaga et al. showed that insoluble copper carbonate particles (rectangular shape in sizes ranging from 50 to 700 nm) tend to agglomerate on or around pits that connect cellular elements in wood and on cell walls. They also detected a low level of copper element in the cell walls of latewood fibers, resulting from the penetration of nanoscale Cu particles into the nanocapillary network and interfiber transport within the wood cell components. Most recently, synchrotron-based X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) and X-ray Micro Computed Tomography (X-ray Micro-CT) were used to investigate the spatial distribution of copper content to estimate the penetration depth of copper in wood structures. Unlike insoluble copper precipitates, mobile ionic copper can infiltrate wood cell walls and chemically bind to specific cellular components by fixation reactions. Additionally, researchers have employed multiple spectroscopic techniques such as electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy and X-ray absorption near-edge spectroscopy (XANES) to quantify the reacted copper species and identify their oxidation states in treated wood. Although copper species can be characterized using EPR and XANES for bulk materials, the localization of copper in specific wood structures and their corresponding chemical states remain unclear. As an essential tool for nanoscale imaging, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been combined with analytical spectroscopy techniques to study wood ultrastructures and chemical components. However, the applications of the conventional TEM techniques for chemical speciation in wood samples are still limited because of the potential radiation damage of wood samples induced by the high dose electron beam and the detector’s low sensitivity to the light elements. An alternative technique to mitigate the beam damage issues is to use Z-contrast imaging offered by the Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM). Once performed in conjunction with electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), this method can provide rich information on materials’ local composition, chemistry, and structure in unprecedented resolution.

In this work, we proposed a new approach for sampling and characterizing airborne Cu NPs released during the mechanical abrasion and sawing of copper-treated wood. The objectives of this study include: (a) determine morphologies and micro-distribution of copper species in wood dust particles generated during the mechanical processing (e.g., sanding or sawing) of copper-treated wood; (b) compare different forms of Cu NPs (unbonded or embedded in wood matrices) present in the airborne wood dust samples; (c) identify the elemental composition and chemical states of released Cu NPs and evaluate factors that may contribute to the formation and release of copper during handling and use of copper-treated wood.

Materials and methods

Materials

Two types of commercial lumber were purchased from local hardware stores for this study: untreated yellow pine (UYP) and lumber treated with micronized copper azole (MCA) preservatives. The copper-treated lumber had retention levels rated for ground contact applications. Specifically, MCA lumber was rated at a retention level of 0.14 pounds of chemicals per cubic foot (PCF, equivalent to 2.2 kg m⁻³) with dispersed copper carbonate and tebuconazole as active ingredients. Reference materials including Cu(II) acetate (Cu(OAc)₂, powder, 99.99%), Cu(I) oxide (Cu₂O, powder, 97%), Cu(II) oxide (CuO, nanopowder, average particle size < 50 nm), basic copper carbonate (CuCO₃, Cu(OH)₂, powder, reagent grade) and Cu (nanopowder, average particle size = 25 nm) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) for EELS measurements. These materials were used as analogs for Cu compounds that might be present in the airborne dust samples.
Thin section samples

Thin section samples were prepared by cutting the wood strips cross-sectional and longitudinal using a sliding microtome (Part No. 162-3012, Uchida Yoko, Japan). Then, the uncoated sections were attached to aluminum stubs using double-sided carbon tape to be analyzed by an SEM.

Aerosol samples

An automatic laboratory tool-testing system (Fig. 1) was used to generate wood dust aerosols during sawing and sanding wood samples. A dust collection and air handling unit (PSKB-1440, ProVent LLC, Harbor Springs, MI) was used as an air mover for the system. The air handling unit was set to draw pre-filtered room air into the testing system at a flow rate of 0.64 m$^3$ s$^{-1}$ (equivalent to 1350 cubic feet per minute (CFM)). During a sawing test, the system was programmed to run a circular saw (model CS10, Robert Bosch Tool Corp., Mt. Prospect, IL) with a thin-kerf finishing blade having 36 carbide teeth (model DW3176, DeWalt Industrial Tool Co., Towson, MD) and make a preset number of repeated crosscuts at a cutting feed rate of 2.54 cm s$^{-1}$. A brand new saw blade was used for each type of lumber, and the system was thoroughly cleaned between tests of different lumber types to prevent cross-contamination. For the sanding test, a variable-speed belt sander (model 352VS, Porter-Cable, Jackson, TN) was used to sand the surface of a lumber board as the board was advanced along its length using the automatic feeding mechanism. The sander used 240-grit sanding belts (Metalite R228 Abrasive Belt, Aluminum Oxide, Cotton Backing, Norton Saint-Gobain Abrasives, Worcester, MA). Two to three brand new belts were used in each sanding test to ensure proper particle loading on collected samples. A dust cloud generated by each sawing or sanding path was carried downstream by the airflow through the tool-testing chamber and duct before being sampled by the sampling device. The detailed testing procedures and the diagram of the laboratory testing system can be found in recent studies. In addition, baseline tests were performed when the saw/sander was running but not sawing/sanding any wood to measure the emission from the machines.

The dust samples were collected on 37 mm diameter, 0.45 μm pore-size Mixed Cellulose Esters (MCE) membrane filters (Part Number 225-9, SKC Inc., Eighty Four, PA) in three-piece electrically-conductive filter cassettes (Part Number 225-309, SKC Inc., Eighty Four, PA) by following the modified NIOSH Method 7402. The sampling flow rate was 12.5 L min$^{-1}$. A cyclone pre-separator with a $D_{50}$ of 0.9 μm at this flow rate was used to take these samples through one of the two sampling probes, as shown in Fig. 1. The loss for the targeted particles ($D_{50}$ of 0.9 μm) in the sampling line was negligible based on calculations. Three filter samples and one field blank for each lumber type were collected during the sanding/sawing of treated lumber. Sampling volume was varied to determine the optimum loading of filters for TEM analysis. The MCE filters with the optimum loading were processed and transferred to 200-mesh nickel TEM grids (Part Number 2620N-XA, Structure Probe Inc., West Chester, PA) using the modified NIOSH Method 7402 for airborne carbon nanotubes and nanofibers.

Analytical methods

The wood sample thin sections were examined by using a Phenom XL SEM (Thermo Fisher, Hillsboro, OR) in the low-pressure mode (~60 Pa) at 15 kV acceleration voltage and 1.7 nA probe current with a backscattered electron detector (BSD). The TEM samples were analyzed using a JEOL 2100F TEM (JEOL USA, Peabody, MA) at a beam voltage of 200 kV. Bright Field (BF) and High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) images were simultaneously acquired in the STEM mode with a 0.5–1 nm probe size. Elemental analysis was performed at the regions of interest (ROI) with an EDS detector (X-Max80T, Oxford Instruments America, Concord, MA). EELS spectra and energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) images were obtained using a post-column Gatan Image Filter (GIF) (Tridium 863, Gatan, Pleasanton, CA). The images and spectra were collected and analyzed with the Digital Micrograph software (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA). Unfiltered and zero-loss (ZL) filtered images were collected to estimate sample thickness variation. Energy-filtered images were acquired in the vicinity of the C-K (284 eV), Cu-L$_{2,3}$ (931 eV), and O-K (532 eV) edges using a 25 eV width slit by applying the three-window method. Alignment was applied to correct specimen drift during the acquisition of the pre-edge and post-edge images. After applying a power-law background model, the elemental distributions of C, Cu, and O were obtained from the filtered images. Core-loss energy-loss spectra were recorded at 200 kV using an energy dispersion of 0.1 eV per pixel.

Fig. 1 Diagram of an automatic laboratory tool-testing system for aerosol generation and sampling.
channel in the STEM mode with the spot size of 1 nm. Zero-loss and low-loss spectra were acquired and later used to calculate the relative thickness of the sample and remove plural scattering by Fourier-ratio deconvolution. A total of 284 wood dust structures were imaged and analyzed by EELS to determine the Cu species in released airborne particles.

Results and discussion

Particle distribution in MC treated wood

During the pressure treatment process, the liquid flow of preservatives containing insoluble BCC particles enters the wood fibers, travels along the longitudinal pathways, and reaches the radially distributed wood cells after passing the valve-like pits. In this process, most micronized BCC particles are too large to penetrate deep into the wood's microstructure, leaving heavy deposition of copper particles on the surface of the cell wall and interfiber structures.

The micro-distribution of copper particles in the transverse section (TS), radial-longitudinal section (RLS), and tangential-longitudinal section (TLS) of thin section MCA samples are revealed by the SEM backscattered electron (BSE) images in Fig. 2a–c. The copper particles (verified by the EDS analysis in Fig. 2d) were found to accumulate mainly at the inner surfaces of the longitudinal tracheids (Fig. 2a) but not within the cell walls. In the RLS view shown in Fig. 2b, rectangular shapes of copper micro-clusters were observed in the interfiber pits within the ray parenchyma structures. The deposition of copper particles was also seen in the bordered pits (Fig. 2c) distributed within the longitudinal tracheids due to the presence of pit membranes which act as valves to control liquid flows between fibers. The copper residues were not detected in untreated yellow pine samples. The findings of copper distribution in MCA samples are in good agreement with the previous study on the micro-distribution of copper carbonate nanoparticles conducted by Matsunaga et al. It should be noted that the distribution and penetration depth of insoluble copper species can vary significantly by the age and type of wood, treatment process, and particular wood structures. Moreover, fixation reactions of ionic copper species within the wood cell structures may occur at different stages during the pressure treatment, which further complicates copper detection and quantification. Thus, a considerable variation of the relative abundance of copper species in released particles may exist due to the changes of the actual copper content in the preservative formulas, treatment processes, and structural inhomogeneity of the wood, making copper speciation and quantification difficult.

Copper particles in airborne wood dust

As copper-base preservatives interact with the wood structures during the pressure treatment, they can chemically bond to the reactive sites or deposit onto the impermeable cell pit membranes or walls. As a result, the copper-treated wood can retain a high level of copper in the wood cell components after chemical fixation and drying processes. However, the type and
distribution of copper species in wood cells are dominated by several factors such as particle sizes, transport pathways, and the availabilities of deposition/reaction sites where particles accumulate. For insoluble BCC particles, their primary deposition sites were found near the outer surfaces of the cell wall and interfiber pit membranes where limited fluid transport occurs. In contrast, the soluble Cu(II) species can infiltrate cell walls and form a stabilized Cu–wood complex after chemical fixation. Therefore, the availability of the reactive chemical groups (e.g., carboxylate, aromatic esters, and phenolic hydroxyl attached to hemicelluloses and lignins) determines the degree of complexation and particle distribution. It was demonstrated that soluble Cu(II) species tend to bond strongly with carboxylate in hemicellulose by complexation.\(^{10}\) Wood components with rich hemicellulose content, such as compound middle lamella (CML), are expected to attract and bond more soluble Cu(II) species than cellulose abundant secondary layers (S1, S2, and S3).\(^{30}\)

During mechanical abrasion or cutting, different forms of airborne dust that contains copper content can be released. By analyzing 284 STEM images of copper-containing structures ranging from 20 nm to 5 \(\mu\)m, five representative dust particle types were identified, as seen in Fig. 3. Most of the images captured by STEM (about 64%) show structures in forms similar to those revealed in Fig. 3a–c, where copper particles (verified by the EDS elemental identification) are embedded in the wood matrices. Specifically, Fig. 3a represents one particular type that contains highly dispersed ultrafine Cu-containing particles that are expected to be Cu complexes chemically bonded to the wood matrices. On the other hand, BCC-like particles were observed in wood dust, showing structures similar to Fig. 3b and c. Similar shapes and aspect ratios were found from these BCC-like particles and those identified in the SEM images. In addition, two types of standalone Cu-containing particles (each accounted for about 18% of total structures counted, as seen in Fig. 3d and e) were identified: one exhibits BCC-like rectangular shape, and another shows spherical core–shell structure. It was demonstrated that nanoparticles smaller than the typical threshold sizes of nanopores of cell walls could enter the percolation pathways of wood components via pores in the pit membranes.\(^{11,12}\) This may explain the finding of isolated spherical Cu-containing particles (as seen in Fig. 3e). The variation of shapes, sizes, and distributions of particles within the investigated systems indicate that further copper speciation is needed. The chemistry of copper content and wood matrices was then analyzed using EELS. The detailed analysis is discussed in the following section.

**EELS analysis of Cu compounds**

When energetic electrons interact with an atom, the core–shell electrons can be excited to the unoccupied higher energy levels. The active transitions associated with this process can be characterized by the core-loss EELS. In core-loss EELS and X-ray absorption spectra (XAS) for 3d transition metals, there are two narrow and intense peaks, called “white lines” (WLs), at the onsets of the L\(_2\) and L\(_3\) absorption edges.\(^{33}\) These WLs (i.e., L\(_2\) and L\(_3\)) are associated with the transitions of 2p\(_{1/2}\) and 2p\(_{3/2}\)
electrons to the unoccupied 3d density of states (DOS). Many studies have shown that the relative intensities, widths, and threshold energies of these WLs can be used for characterizing the oxidation states of the 3d transition metals and their compounds. With the improved energy resolution in EELS, details about the local chemical bonding information can be revealed from the energy loss near edge structures (ELNES) with similar features as in the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES). To investigate the presence of different Cu species in the released wood dust (WD) particles, core-loss EEL spectra were acquired from individual Cu reference materials (Cu, Cu$_2$O, CuO, CuCO$_3$, Cu(OH)$_2$, and Cu(OAc)$_2$) as analogs for Cu compounds that might be present in the collected samples.

Fig. 4a shows background subtracted and deconvoluted Cu-L$_{2,3}$ edge spectra of reference Cu materials acquired in the identical experimental conditions. In addition to the L$_{2,3}$ edges, minor peaks (a–f) near the L$_3$ edges were visible for Cu, Cu$_2$O, and CuCO$_3$–Cu(OH)$_2$ reference materials. The L$_{2,3}$ energies and their full width at half maximum (FWHM), the relative energy intensity, and near-edge peak locations are reported in Table 1 for each reference material. As seen in Fig. 4a, all reference materials except for Cu and Cu(OAc)$_2$ show prominent white lines at the onset of L$_3$ and L$_2$ edges due to the transition of 2p$^{3/2}$ and 2p$^{1/2}$ electrons to the highest unoccupied 3d states. Because of the entirely occupied 3d band, no white lines were present in the spectrum of Cu. Additionally, two bumps (denoted as peaks a and b) were observed at about 4 eV and 8 eV above the L$_3$ threshold energy, agreeing with the previous EELS and XAS measurements. Other near-edge peaks (denoted as peaks c–f) possibly due to 4s transitions were observed for and CuCO$_3$–Cu(OH)$_2$. Noticeable energy shifts (i.e., chemical shifts) of L$_3$ peaks were detected in spectra for Cu$_2$O (+0.3 eV), CuO (−2.2 eV), and CuCO$_3$–Cu(OH)$_2$ (−1 eV) when compared to the L$_3$ step of Cu located at 933.8 eV. In comparison to the sharp and narrow L$_3$ peaks of Cu(i) and Cu(ii) oxides, L$_3$ peaks in basic copper carbonate and Cu(ii) acetate were both broadened. It has been demonstrated that the changes of chemical shift and peak width may indicate the transition of coordination states of Cu(ii) species. Besides peak onset energies and widths, the white line intensity ratio was also evaluated. Theoretically, this ratio is expected to be 2 : 1 for 3d transition metals due to the statistical ratio of the initial states. In practice, this ratio can shift significantly depending on the elements and corresponding d-band occupancy. Among all reference materials summarized in Table 1, Cu(i) oxides exhibit the highest L$_3$–L$_2$ ratio (>2 : 1). Because of the attenuated L$_{2,3}$ edges, this ratio was significantly reduced to 0.8 and 0.7 for Cu and Cu(ii) acetate, respectively. It is noted that the measured L$_{2,3}$ features can be affected by the hardware of the EELS system and how EELS data was processed. Therefore, EELS data of aerosol samples were acquired using the same experimental setup and analyzed using the same approach to extract the Cu-L$_{2,3}$ features.

The two-parameter plot in Fig. 4b shows the correlation of measured L$_{2,3}$ features for different Cu compounds in samples
Cu-L_{2,3} edge energies and corresponding full width at half maximum (FWHM), L_{3}/L_{2} intensity ratio, and near-edge peak energies of Cu reference materials (measured from spectra with 0.1 eV per channel).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference materials</th>
<th>L_{3} (FWHM) (eV)</th>
<th>L_{2} (FWHM) (eV)</th>
<th>L_{3}/L_{2} intensity ratio</th>
<th>Near-edge peaks (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu^{b}</td>
<td>933.8 (3.5)</td>
<td>953.6 (10.1)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>[a] 937.6; [b] 941.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuO</td>
<td>934.1 (2.4)</td>
<td>953.8 (4.2)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>[c] 942.8; [d] 948.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>931.6 (2.2)</td>
<td>951.2 (3.7)</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuCO_{3}, Cu(OH)_{2}</td>
<td>932.8 (4.0)</td>
<td>952.8 (6.1)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>[e] 939.4; [f] 946.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu(OAc)$_{2}$</td>
<td>933.2 (7.2)</td>
<td>953.4 (16.1)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\* Determined by fitted areas of L_{3} and L_{2} peaks. \* Measurements for Cu refer to the L_{3} and L_{2} steps.

Structural and chemical determination of Cu particles

Energy-filtered TEM (EFTEM) and EELS were performed to investigate the distribution of copper species and their specific chemical states in the released dust particles. The EFTEM and STEM-BF images (Fig. 5a–f) show the distributions of Cu in the wood matrices of two representative wood dust types: small aggregates (5–30 nm) are homogeneously distributed within the matrix of one type shown in Fig. 5a, c and e, whereas rectangular shape particles (~100–200 nm) are seen in a slightly condense matrix in Fig. 5b, d and f. EELS spectra (Fig. 5g) show the Cu-L_{2,3} edges of three typical copper aggregates within the matrices (Fig. 5e and f) and those of the reference materials measured under the same experimental conditions. By examining the positions, shapes, and relative intensity of Cu-L_{2,3} signature peaks, three Cu-containing structures were identified as (I) Cu-wood complex, (II) Cu, and (III) BCC.

Two types of free Cu-containing particles shown in Fig. 6 were analyzed by EFTEM and EELS to determine their chemical composition and oxidation states. As revealed by the SEM images, insoluble BCC particles are more likely to agglomerate on the surfaces of cell walls and interfiber pits. During sanding/sawing processes, some BCC particles may be dislodged from their deposition sites and released into the air as standalone particles. EELS analysis confirms that the individual particle in Fig. 6c has almost identical elemental composition and Cu-L_{2,3} edge features as reference BCC. It also determines that the core of spherical particle in Fig. 6d mainly consists of Cu, exhibiting similar Cu-L_{2,3} edges as those embedded in the large wood matrices (such as particle III in Fig. 5e).

As revealed by the STEM images and EELS analysis, the formation and distribution of these Cu species in copper-treated wood are expected to be affected by the wood chemistry. It is known that wood is a heterogeneous natural nanocomposite comprising of three primary chemical ingredients (by mass): cellulose (40–50%), hemicellulose (25–35%), and lignin (18–35%). The availability of reactive chemical groups (e.g., carboxylate, aromatic esters, and phenolic hydroxyl) attached to the hemicelluloses and lignin components determine the wood acid/base properties and reactivities. In particular, Cu(n) ions are more likely to react with the carboxylic acid groups in the hemicellulose-rich components, forming Cu-wood complexed structures similar to region (I) in Fig. 5e. In contrast, the distribution of BCC particles is associated with the cellulose and lignin concentrations in the wood components. The reduced Cu form (i.e., Cu) was found in the wood matrices (Fig. 5e) and standalone particles (Fig. 6d). This finding agrees with the previous studies showing a small amount (~5%) of reduced copper species in copper-treated wood. Considering the complexity of Cu-wood interactions, these reduced Cu forms may originate from the ingredients to formulate the copper preservatives or chemical transformation in pressure treatment and environmental exposure after production.

In addition to the three primary chemical ingredients, a small number of inorganic minerals and organic extractives also contribute 4–10% of the total mass in wood. Among them, calcium is considered an essential element in forming wood cell walls, particularly in cross-linking carboxyl groups within the pectin layer and lignification. Therefore, the calcium content is regarded as an important indicator for lignin content level. STEM-BF images and core-loss EELS in a range covering the C-K, Cu-L_{2,3}, and O-K edges were acquired to investigate the chemistry of two types of wood matrices (Fig. 7). The images show different matrix textures and morphologies of embedded copper particles. One type shown in Fig. 7a contains elongated BCC particles embedded in a plain matrix. In contrast, the second type of wood dust in Fig. 7c shows a fibrous matrix occupied by the small precipitates composed of the Cu-wood complexes. A small Cu-free region in the wood matrix of each structure (see Fig. 7b and d) was selected for EELS analysis to determine the chemical composition of the matrix. As shown in...
Fig. 7e, almost identical $\pi^*$ and $\sigma^*$ peak features of the C-K edge indicate that the two materials have similar carbon bonding chemistry. Oxygen element was detected in both materials, as evidenced by the appearance of O-K peaks. The Ca-L$_{2,3}$ peaks were only seen in the first structure. The calcium detected in such matrix suggests that this wood dust type may derive from the highly lignified cell wall regions such as the S3 layer, cell corner (CC), and compound middle lamella (CML).44,45 Previous...
studies of the correlation between the copper carbonate distributions and the lignin concentrations suggest that more BCC particles are likely found in the lignified structures. Therefore, the structures similar to Fig. 7a were classified as a highly lignified matrix with embedded BCC particles. In contrast to insoluble copper carbonate, the Cu(II) ions mainly interact with the wood components through complexation reactions with the carboxyl groups of hemicelluloses and pectins. A wood component with a high concentration of hemicelluloses would become especially attractive to mobile Cu(II) ions to form Cu–wood complexes. Unlike a lignin-rich matrix, the microfibrillar matrix (Fig. 7c) likely formed by hemicelluloses can provide more reactive sites for Cu(II) ions in the complexation. These sites are often spread over the entire hemicellulose-rich structure, leading to a more homogeneous distribution of ionic Cu(II) species than other insoluble Cu species.

Conclusion

In this study, we presented a new approach for sampling and characterizing nanoscale Cu particles in airborne wood dust. Micro-distribution of insoluble copper particulates in copper-treated wood was investigated by SEM to understand their formation and localization in specific wood components. The presence of copper precipitates was confirmed in various locations from multi-directional views of SEM images. The accumulation of copper particles was primarily observed on the surface of the cell wall and within the openings that connect the cellular elements of the wood. STEM imaging and EELS analysis were employed to investigate the microstructures and chemical properties of micro-/nanoscale Cu particles released during sanding/sawing MC-treated lumber in a laboratory testing chamber. We have demonstrated using EELS Cu L2,3 edges with reference spectra to determine the Cu species, oxidation state, and coordination environment for Cu-containing nanoparticles. Three types of species, including basic copper carbonate (BCC), Cu, and Cu–wood complex, were identified. Although most copper species were found embedded in wood dust, the unbound copper particles also exist as a form of BCC or reduced Cu. The micro-distribution of copper-containing particles within wood matrices can be affected by the distribution and chemistry of specific wood components, which is evidenced by the STEM images and EELS analysis. Our studies show that the distribution of BCC particles is associated with the lignification level of the specific wood components, and Cu complexes are more likely distributed in structures that contain a high level of hemicelluloses. Once released into the environment, three types of Cu species and their different affinity to the wood matrices may affect the fate and chemical transformation during their life cycles. It is noted that a considerable variation of the relative abundance of copper species in released particles may exist due to the inhomogeneous nature of the wood structures. The actual copper species and their distribution in copper-treated lumber may vary among the different brands,
preservative formulations, and production methods. Therefore, precise measurement and quantification of copper content remain challenging. However, the findings of this study provide baseline information on characteristics of released Cu NPs during sanding/sawing copper-treated wood. The sampling and analytical microscopy techniques proposed in this study also pave the way for developing new methods for characterizing complex engineering nanomaterials that pose potential environmental and occupational hazards.
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